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Abstract. We analyze the ionization dynamics of slow hydrogenlike Rydberg atoms (prin-
cipal quantum number 1>>n ) approaching solid surface in a weak electric field. The re-
cently obtained etalon-equation method results for the simulation of experimental signal 
are used to investigate the influence of the initial velocity distribution. It is demonstrated 
that an agreement with the experimental signal can be obtained with the broadened veloci-
ty distributions. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Rydberg atoms in which one electron is excited to a state of large principal quan-
tum number n  form a sensitive probe of atom-surface interactions. Because of 
their large physical size (~ 2n a.u.) and weak binding, even relatively far from a 
surface the motion of the excited electron can be strongly affected by image 
charge interactions, leading to the formation of the hybridized Stark-like states;  
Nordlander (1996). Providing that the appropriate energy conditions have been 
met, the ionization of Rydberg atoms preferentially occurs via tunneling of the ex-
cited electron in the vicinity of the potential barrier top into a vacant level in the 
surface. Recent theoretical studies based on the wave package propagation method 
by So et al. (2009) and the etalon equation method by Nedeljković and 
Nedeljković (2005) suggested that such ionization process is well localized in the 
atom-surface distance range of approximately 50 a.u. On the other hand, landmark 
experimental investigations of Dunning and co-workers; see, for example, the 
most recent publication by Pu et al. (2010), performed by collecting the surface-
ionized xenon Rydberg atoms using a weak electric field, showed that ionization 
occurs over a much broader separation range.  

Several possible explanations have been proposed in order to elucidate the ori-
gin of this discrepancy. First suggestion, proposed by Sjakste et al. (2006), stated 
that the applied electric field strongly influences the ionization process and so the 
ionization distance. However their analysis was performed for the system parame-
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ters (applied electric field, projectile velocity) well above those used in the expe-
riment. Wethekam et al. (2006), attributed the delocalization of the ionization 
process to the presence of local stray electric “patch” fields near the surface result-
ing from potential variations across the surface associated with surface inhomoge-
neities. Model calculations were undertaken assuming a simple periodic variation 
in potential and an over-the-barrier model showed that such patch fields might in-
deed account for the experimental observations. More recently, Nedeljković and 
Božanić (2010) presented a detailed analysis of the ionization process in the expe-
riment based on the quantum decay model and etalon equation method (EEM). 
The ionization distances I

cR  (e.g. distances at which the ionization per unit time is 
the most probable) were obtained from the model. The projectile motion and the 
decay of the electron cloud have been treated simultaneously.  The functional de-
pendence between the critical velocity vc and the applied field F was obtained.  As 
a consequence, the estimation of the ionization distances from the experimental 
values of minF  could not performed using an arbitrary values of projectile velocity 
as done previously by Hill et al. (2000), but rather using the critical value vc, cha-
racteristic for the given Rydberg state and minimal electric field. This suggests 
that the velocity distribution of the atoms within the impinging beam can also con-
tribute to the observed delocalization of the experimental signal. 

In this article, we use the EEM results for the simulation of experimental signal 
(the normalized number of the detected ions) to investigate the influence of the 
initial velocity distribution on the signal shape.  
  

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
 
We consider the ionization of a beam of slow hydrogenlike Rydberg atoms im-
pinging a solid surface in a presence of a weak external electric field F (directed 
from the solid to the vacuum). The described model of beam ionization, corres-
ponding to the experimental situation, is presented schematically in Fig. 1. Each 
trajectory stands for the representative member of the subensemble of Rydberg 
atoms/ions with a given initial perpendicular velocity v⊥0. Only the projectiles 
with ( )Fvv c ,0 µ<⊥ , after the ionization (mainly localized at ionization distance 

( )FvR I
c ,, 0⊥µ ), will be collected by the external electric field F and detected ex-

perimentally. The trajectories of these projectiles are characterized by the minimal 
ion-surface distance minR .  

According to the model, the decaying Rydberg state µΨ  of the active electron 
is considered as an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian: 

)()()()(ˆ RRERRH µµµ Ψ=Ψ ,  corresponding    to      the    complex   eigenener-

gies 2)()(Re)( RiRERE µµµ Γ−= , where ( )RµΓ  are the ionization rates and µ  
designates  the  set  of  parabolic  quantum   numbers   ( )mnn ,, 21 .   Eigenenergies   
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Figure 1: Decay model of ionization dynamics of the beam of atomic particles, with initial 
perpendicular velocity distribution f (v⊥0). 

 
)(REµ  can be obtained using the EEM without explicit calculation of the wave-

functions. Details of solving the complex energy eigenvalue problem are given 
explicitly by Nedeljković and Nedeljković (2005). The probability ( )FvRP ,; 0⊥µ  
that the representative member of the subensemble of particles from the atomic 
beam with a given initial velocity is ionized at ion-surface distance R is given by  
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The intermediate stages of ionization are characterized by the total ionization rates 
( ) dtdPFvR µµ =Γ ⊥ ,;~

0 . The positions of maxima of the total ionization rates are 

the ionization distances ( )FvR I
c ,, 0⊥µ . Note that the velocities 0⊥v  in Eq. (1) also 

depend on the ionization probability, so that the iterative procedure has to be used 
for resolving the problem. 

The experimental procedure (Wethekam et al. (2006), Pu et al. (2010)) produc-
es a normalized number of ionized atoms as a function of the applied field F . 
These results can be compared with the averaged probability )(FµΠ  of the prob-

ability ),;( 0min FvRP ⊥µ over the initial velocity distribution f(v⊥0). In the case of 
Gaussian distribution of initial velocities, we get 
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where v is the mean velocity and ∆ is the distribution width. The field dependence 
of critical velocity ( )Fvc ,µ  is characteristic of each state µ and is explicitly given 
by Nedeljković and Božanić (2010). 
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3. RESULTS 
 
In Fig. 2(a,b) we present the averaged probabilities )(FµΠ for 17=n  and 20=n , 
respectively, for some characteristic values of the quantities v and ∆ , and the cor-
responding experimental data.  

 

 
Figure 2: Averaged ionization probabilities )(FµΠ  for (a) H-like ( )17=n  and (b) H-

like ( )20=n  atomic projectiles for 5104.1 −×=v  a.u., 5107.0 −×=∆ a.u. (solid 

curves), 5104.1 −×=v , 5104.1 −×=∆ a.u. (dashed curve), 5108.3 −×=v a.u., 
5107.0 −×=∆  a.u. (shifted solid curve), and 5108.3 −×=v  a.u., 5104.1 −×=∆  (shifted 

dashed curve). Available experimental data for Xe atom, for 5104.1 −×=v a.u. (black 

squares) and 5108.3 −×=v  a.u. (open squares) is taken from Pu et al. (2010). 
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